Scopus: Quick Guide on Patent Searching

Scopus Coverage for Patents (see August 2017 Content Coverage Guide)
More than 39 million patents from five patent offices:
- US Patent & Trademark Office
- European Patent Office
- Japan Patent Office
- World Intellectual Property Organization
- UK Intellectual Property Office

View Patents - Search Results Page
Conduct a search using the various search options (e.g. All Topics, Title). At the Results page, click on the View XXXX patent results tab to view the patent results.

Patent Results Page
Clicked to view the full text of the patent document.
Finding Journal Articles/Conference Papers That Cites Patents

At Documents tab, select “References” option

For example, you may type title of the patent (Method for node ranking in a linked database) or the patent number (US6285999) at the References field.

The search results may various because of the inconsistencies found in the references.

Example of Incomplete Reference Citation found in Scopus Record.
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Cited XX Times (Document Details Page)
When viewing references, you can also click on “Cited XX times” (if this feature is available) to find out who has cited this patent reference.
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